
 

Bai He Jian – White Crane Straight Sword 

 

1. Commencement or Salute 

2. 3 Halos around the moon 

3. Raise the curtain 

4. The big dipper 

5. The swallow gives a delicate touch on the water 

6. Left intercept and sweep 

7. Right intercept and sweep 

8. The dragonfly alights on the water 

9. The little dipper (right) 

10. The swallow enters the nest 

11. The agile cat catches the mouse 

12. The poisonous snake extends its tongue 

13. The phoenix raises its head 

14. Two legs stand stable 

15. White crane spreads its wings 

16. A wasp entering the cave 

17. Phoenix spreads its wings 

18. The little dipper (right) 

19. Black dragon wagging its tail 

20. The little dipper (left) 

21. Part the grass to find the snake (lower) 

22. Part the grass to find the snake (upper 

23. Part the grass to find the snake (lower) 

24. White crane takes to the sky 

25. Waiting for the fish 

26. Birds fly to the forest to roost 

27. Black dragon wagging its tail 

28. Green dragon appears on the water's surface 

29. The wind rolling up the lotus leaf 

30. The lion shaking its head 

31. The wild horse leaping the stream 

32. Turn around to reign in the horse 

33. A compass 

34. The maid sweeps up the dust 

35. Raise the curtain 

36. Drifting with the current 

37. Meteor pursuing the moon 

38. Divine horse gallops in the sky 

39. White crane stands on one leg 

40. Meteor pursuing the moon 

41. Divine horse gallops in the sky 

42. Phoenix spreads its wings 

43. Salvage the moon from the bottom of the sea 

44. Carry the moon in the bosom 

45. Na-Cha sounds the sea 

46. Rhino looking at the moon 

47. Shoot the wild goose 

48. Green dragon shows its claw 

49. Phoenix spreads its wings 

50. Intercept left 

51. Intercept right 

52. Shoot the wild goose 

53. White monkey offering fruit 

54. Blossoms fall to the right 

55. Blossoms fall to the left 

56. Blossoms fall to the left 

57. The damsel throws the shuttle 

58. Shoot the wild goose 

59. The white tiger cocks its tail 

60. The carp bounds on the dragon’s gate 

61. The black dragon entangles the pillar 

62. The damsel throws the shuttle 

63. An incense offered to heaven 

64. A whirlwind blows the flowering plum 

65. Offer an ivory tablet with both hands 

66. Take the sword to normal - or Conclusion 

 


